Maple Word Puzzle I
ACROSS

4. A piece of ____ can be made from maple syrup.
5. The first settlers of Massachusetts learned about maple sugar from the Native
   ____________.
8. To boil maple sap you need a hot _____.
9. On a ______ of a maple tree is where you will find the leaves.
10. In the springtime, the maple farmer will ______ his trees in order to get the sap.
11. An older way to spell syrup.
13. Sap is a colorless liquid that looks just like ________.
14. Maple syrup can only be made from this type of tree.
15. The liquid that flows from a tapped maple tree at the end of winter.
17. A metal or wooden ______ is hung on a maple tree to collect the sap.
18. The metal pan used to boil and evaporate the sap is called an _____________.
19. The sap in the roots flows ____.
20. These take in water and nutrients from the soil for the tree.

DOWN

1. The Native American Indians made their maple sugar into a cakelike block called a
   ____________.
2. Maple syrup is often poured over a waffle or a ____________.
3. Part of the maple tree that turns a beautiful red or orange in the fall.
6. The person who loves pure maple syrup the most.
7. The Native Americans evaporated their maple sap by heating ______ in a fire and
dropping them into a container of sap.
9. To evaporate maple sap into maple syrup, it must ______ for a long time.
11. After a taphole is drilled into a maple tree, a maple sugar farmer puts a
    ______ into the hole.
12. Artificially flavored syrup never tastes as yummy as ________ maple syrup.
13. Some people like their syrup on a pancake, some like it on a ____________.
15. Maple sap is slightly sweet because it contains a little bit of ____________.
16. The farm building where maple syrup is made.
Answers to Maple Word Puzzle I

Across:

4. candy
5. Americans
8. fire
9. branch
10. tap
11. syrup
13. water
14. maple
15. sap
17. bucket
18. evaporator
19. up
20. roots

Down:

1. sugarcake
2. pancake
3. leaf
6. me
7. rocks
9. boil
11. spout
12. real
13. waffle
15. sugar
16. sugarhouse